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Background

Rapid development of pharmaceuticals is of the utmost interest for our collective

health. Small molecule pharmaceuticals in particular are highly sought-after

chemicals, comprising 52 of the top 100 pharmaceuticals by retail sales in

20201. The synthesis of these species can take years to discover and optimize

because of our inability to effectively leverage existing literature at scale.

Methods

Goal

Results & Discussion

Machine learning (ML) can be used to accelerate this process by building

models to predict yield and guide experimentation5. In this case study we

demonstrate the potential to augment this approach by using database software

and common cheminformatics tools to perform automated literature search and

develop performant machine learning models for reaction yield prediction.

Future Directions

1. Continued development of the model to reach low RMSE for practical use.

2. Distribute pre-trained model for researchers interested in samarium iodide chemistry.

3. Include more diverse chemistries to further demonstrate the utility of the approach.

4. Create a generalized meta-learning model able to predict the results in many diverse reaction chemistries by training

on hundreds of ‘small’ tasks like the case study presented here.

5. Automate chemical space exploration by enabling a computer to predict reaction outcomes and set up experiments.
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Multiple machine learning models with unique architectures were

tested using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as the evaluation metric:

• Graph Neural Networks (GNN) – Represents molecules with graph

theory and trains layers of neurons over many iterations to mimic a

biological brain.

• K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) – Identifies most similar examples

based on a given similarity metric and interpolates.

• Random Forest Regression (RFR) – Grouped Decision Trees for

step-wise decision making, shown in literature to be highly effective.

The line plot above summarizes the results of all models and parameterization approaches used in this study.

Improvements were made (33%->24% RMSE) by limiting the descriptors to only those nearest the reacting site, indicating

that parameterization benefits from high quality information rather than high quantity, which only contributes noise.Using Chemical Abstract Service database, reactions using samarium iodide

from more than 200 publications are aggregated. This case study is interesting

because of the diverse array of transformations SmI2 affects and due to its

complex relationship to solvent6, which is not currently well-modeled.

• All machine learning models

and programmed in Python

using the scikit-learn package4.

• Chemical descriptors such as

the Morgan Fingerprint9 are

generated using the RDKit

package3.

• Literature data is retrieved from

the proprietary CAS database.

• QM parameters are generated

using the qmdesc, a neural-

network augmented QM

calculator2.

The current best result (right) implements QM descriptors for reacting

atoms only and a RFR model to achieve ~24% RMSE. To align with

state-of-the-art literature examples this would need to be further

reduced to ~15-10%, which is far closer to the author’s hypothesized

experimental accuracy limit of ~5% given typical experimental accuracy

for small-molecule chemistry studies.


